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Thermal dark matter
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Non-gravitational interactions lead to SM-DM
chemical equilibrium in the early universe.

DM relic abundance observed today can be 
related to scattering cross sections.
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FIG. 2: The allowed mass range over which DM can thermalize with the SM in the early universe and
yield the observed relic abundance via annihilation. For DM masses below . MeV, freeze out occurs after
neutrinos decouple from the SM, so the DM annihilation heats SM photons relative to neutrinos (or vice
versa), thereby changing Ne↵ , the effective number of relativistic species. Independently of this issue, for
masses below ⇠ 10 keV, DM is too hot to accommodate the observed matter power spectrum [26] and
for masses above & 10 TeV, a perturbative annihilation rate cannot achieve the correct relic abundance in
simple models [27].

B. Light Thermal Dark Matter (LDM)

If DM is realized in the upper half of the thermal mass window ⇠ GeV - 10 TeV, it can be a
WIMP charged under the electroweak force. This has been the traditional focus of dark matter
direct and indirect detection experiments, driven in part by the well known connection between
WIMPs and supersymmetry (SUSY), whose DM candidates realize this paradigm. However, pow-
erful null results from direct and indirect detection experiments have largely ruled out the simplest
WIMP scenarios by several orders of magnitude, and the remaining parameter space is largely
cornered by upcoming experiments.

The lower half of the thermal mass window, ⇠ MeV - GeV, has remained stubbornly difficult
to test with traditional experiments designed to probe WIMPs and is not well explored. This is un-
fortunate because the sub-GeV mass range is well-motivated by “hidden sector” (or “dark sector”)
scenarios in which dark matter is simply a particle with its own forces and interactions, neutral
under the Standard Model, but with sufficient coupling to visible matter that thermal equilibrium
is achieved in the early Universe. This mass range is also independently motivated by asymmet-
ric dark matter scenarios, in which dark matter carries a net particle number in analogy with the
baryon asymmetry observed in visible matter. The particle physics community has highlighted
these scenarios as among the most important to test in the P5 report [24], the recent Dark Sectors
2016 community report [1], and the US Cosmic Visions New Ideas in Dark Matter community
report [2]. For these reasons, and to help focus our design efforts, the primary science driver for
LDMX is the exploration of dark matter interactions with electrons to a level of sensitivity needed
to decisively test most predictive thermal dark matter scenarios over nearly the entire sub-GeV
mass range. At the same time, many other dark matter and dark sector scenarios will also be
explored, as discussed in [23].

C. A Benchmark Scenario for LDM

In the MeV-GeV mass range, viable models of LDM have the following properties:

• Light Forces: There have to be comparably light force carriers to mediate an efficient
annihilation rate for thermal freeze-out (this follows from a simple generalization of the
Lee-Weinberg bound [28, 29]).
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Light DM at accelerators
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For mDM < mMediator, relic abundance gives 
clear experimental targets.
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includes unstable, visibly-decaying resonances.32 Some of these models imply predictive milestones 
analogous to the thermal target, while others do not.  In all cases, accelerator-based experiments play a 
crucial role: in addition to enabling discovery of the dark matter, they are also a unique and powerful 
avenue for the discovery of related unstable particles. 
 
This report will summarize several different strategies for exploring the physics of dark matter at 
accelerators, and will summarize their sensitivity to a range of benchmark models.  However, these 
experiments are not simply competing techniques to achieve the same physics.  Indeed, each class of 
experiments measures related but distinct physical quantities — for example, (i) the dark matter 
production rate in missing-momentum experiments, (ii) dark-matter scattering rates (off electrons 
and/or nuclei) in beam-dump experiments, and (iii) the yields, lifetimes, and decay modes of related 
unstable particles at spectrometer-based experiments.  A strength of the accelerator-based program, as 
a whole, is the ability to measure these various rates, as well as multiple kinematic observables.  
Together these measurements enable reconstruction of the spectrum and couplings of the dark sector.  
There is therefore substantial synergy among experimental approaches within the accelerator-based 
program, in addition to the powerful synergy with direct-detection experiments. 
 

  
Figure 4-1: Thermal freeze-out milestones in direct detection cross-section (left) and in the dimensionless 
interaction strength commonly used to characterize accelerator-based experiments’ sensitivity (right).  As discussed 
in the text, the relativistic nature of accelerator-based dark matter production leads to a fairly precise target, 
irrespective of detailed dark matter particle properties, while the rates of non-relativistic dark matter interactions 
vary dramatically depending on dark matter particle properties.  See also Table 4-1. 
  

                                                           
32 Y. Hochberg, E. Kufilk, T. Volansky, and J. G. Wacker, Phys. Rev. Lett. 113 (2014) 171301. 
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DM-e scattering

Accelerators

Relativistic production at accelerators leads to 
narrower band of target cross-sections.
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For mDM < mMediator, relic abundance gives 
clear experimental targets.
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Figure 4-2: Two plots illustrating the sensitivity of current searches (gray shading) to dark matter production 
(Thrust 1), and improvements achievable through the concepts presented in Table 4-2, which roughly characterize 
what can be feasibly achieved by each experimental approach.  The left plot shows the sensitivity vs. dark matter 
mass for fixed DM-mediator mass ratio of 1/3.  The vertical axis labeled “Interaction Strength” is defined as the 
product y  �H�� DD (mDM/mmediator)�, where�H is the kinetic mixing parameter for a dark photon model, and DD is the 
dark-force counterpart of the fine structure constant (Refs. 67 and 68).  The green band represents the region 
favored by thermal dark matter production in the early universe; the black curves are predicted interaction 
strengths for thermal dark matter with specific dark matter spins.  Lighter green regions above and below the 
bright green band represent the weaker predictions in special regions of parameter space, e.g. Ref. 69.  The bottom 
gray curve is a production benchmark for elastically decoupling dark matter (ELDER) that acquires its abundance by 
scattering off visible matter instead of annihilating into it.70  The right plot fixes the dark matter mass at 30 MeV 
and specializes to scalar dark matter, but varies the ratio of mediator to dark matter mass to exhibit the resonance 
structure in the thermal prediction and the mediator-mass-dependence of experimental sensitivity.  Curves in right 
panel courtesy of Asher Berlin and Patrick deNiverville. 
 
However, even a series of null searches is extremely scientifically valuable.  Since accelerator-based 
searches offer comprehensive sensitivity to thermal dark matter, they can exclude a broad class of 
models for dark matter with mass between the electron mass and few times the proton mass – roughly 
half of the (log) mass range compatible with a thermal production history.  Together with established 
searches for thermal relics above the proton mass, they can test many of the most compelling thermal 
dark matter candidates, powerfully informing future searches for dark matter. 
 
The techniques that comprise this program vary in how they address these possibilities.  Missing-
momentum experiments have the potential to cover the most parameter space for thermal dark-matter 
candidates.  Beam-dump experiments cover less of the parameter space, but would enable a multi-
faceted program of measurements to illuminate the nature of any new phenomena observed.  Finally, 
spectrometer experiments offer a complementary set of measurements to explore the nature of the 
dark sector and are also sensitive to scenarios for thermal dark matter that would go undetected using 
the other two approaches. 
 
 

                                                           
69 J. L. Feng and J. Smolinsky, Phys. Rev. D96 (2017) 095022. 
70 E. Kuflik, M. Perelstein, N. Rey-Le Lorier, and Y.-D. Tsai, Phys. Rev. Lett. 116 (2016)  221302.  
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Minimal E spread, high rate, and low current.

Near-hermetic detector to rule out difficult SM backgrounds
Invisible signatures require full event reconstruction.

Fast readout electronics 
Must trigger only events with large missing energy

DMNI report

https://science.osti.gov/-/media/hep/pdf/Reports/Dark_Matter_New_Initiatives_rpt.pdf
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BSY dump

ESA / LDMX

Soft X-Ray FEL

Hard X-Ray FEL

Beam Kickers

LCLS-II SCRF Linac

S30XL
FEL and S30XL 
bunches from RF gun

LCLS-II SRF (SLAC) will provide electrons to End Station A delivering ~27 ns 
bunches w/ ⟨ne⟩ ~ 1, via parasitic dark current between FEL pulses.
→ Upgrade planned from 4→8 GeV
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FIG. 5: Flow of important (veto design driving) potential background processes and their raw rates relative
to the number of beam electrons incident on the target, shown for a 4 GeV electron beam energy. On the
right is a visual summary of which detector systems have significant detection and rejection power for each
class of background. Not all reactions considered in our study are explicitly listed in the figure.

For rare processes that interrupt the formation of an electromagnetic shower, additional tech-
niques must be applied, which motivates the specific technology choices made for the LDMX
detector systems. For the nominal initial beam energy of 4 GeV, a fraction of ⇠ 10�5 of the
events will have a hard photon that undergoes a photo-nuclear interaction in the calorimeter, or
that yields minimum-ionizing particles (MIPs), charged and/or neutral hadrons, or a combination
of these, and therefore requires simultaneous ECal, HCal, and recoil-tracker veto capabilities. In
particular, the non-standard shower profiles occurring in such events, the need to spatially resolve
photo-nuclear products from the recoil electron’s shower, and the production of MIPs all led to the
choice of a highly granular ECal with a high single-cell efficiency. Reaction types in which the
hard bremsstrahlung photon transfers almost all of its energy into a single hadron pose a particular
challenge, because rejection of these events relies strongly on minimizing the single-particle veto
inefficiency for the produced hadron.

These reactions typically drive the rejection required for a given particle; two such reactions of
great relevance to LDMX’s photon rejection capabilities are included explicitly in Figure 5. The
rejection of events with a single, energetic neutral hadron (neutron or K

0
L) determines the required

sensitivity and depth of the HCal. Events where most of the photon’s energy is carried by a charged
kaon, that decays in flight within the ECal, can also be difficult to detect in the (small) region of
phase space where the resulting muon is soft; from these events results the required capability of
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Chapter2.Activeelements

and/or3
⇥3neighbouringcellstoformtriggerprimitives,shownasdifferingcolourgroup-

ingsinthefigure,andthesubdivisionofthemoduleintosymmetricdomainsforthereadout

chips,simplifyingthelayoutofthemodulereadoutprintedcircuitboard(PCB).Siliconwafer

layoutsusingthethree-folddiamondconfigurationareshowninFig.2.4. Figure2.3:Schematicillustrationofthethree-folddiamondconfigurationofsensorcellson

hexagonal8”siliconwafers,showingthegroupingsofsensorcellsthatgetsummedtoform

triggercells,forthelarge,1.18cm2,sensorcells(left),andforthesmall,0.52cm2,cells(right).

Figure2.4:Drawingofhexagonal8”siliconwafers,withlayoutoflarge,1.18cm2,sensorcells

(left),andsmall,0.52cm2,cells(right).

Thecellsizeisdrivenbothbyphysicsperformanceconsiderations,suchasthelateralspread

ofelectromagneticshowers,andbyconstraintsimposedbytheneedtokeepthecellcapaci-

tancewithinamanageablerange.Inpractice,thisresultsincellsizesof⇡1cm2
forthe300and

200µm
activethicknesssensorsand

⇡0.5cm2
forthe120µm

activethicknesssensors,corre-

spondingtoamaximumcellcapacitanceof65pF.Eachsensorhaseither192or432individual

diodes,whichactassensorcells.TheHVbiasisappliedtothesensorback-plane,whereasthe

groundreturnfromeachindividualcellisprovidedthroughtheDCconnectiontothecorre-

spondingfront-endamplifier.Twocellsperreadoutchiparesegmentedtoincludecalibration

padswithsmallersizeandcorrespondinglylowercapacitanceandnoise.

Anirradiationcampaignisunderway,whichwillincludenoisemeasurements,withapartic-
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FIG. 20: A beam’s eye view of the tagging and recoil trackers.

it must work together with the calorimeters to correctly distinguish low-momentum signal recoils
from scattered beam electrons and multi-particle backgrounds. The key elements of the design
are determined by this goal. First, the recoil tracker is placed at the end of the magnet in the
beginning of the fringe field to optimize tracking for particles up to two orders of magnitude softer
than the beam-energy electrons measured by the tagging tracker. Second, the recoil tracker is
wide for good acceptance in angle and momentum and is longitudinally compact to minimize
the distance from the target to the calorimeters to maintain good angular coverage. Finally, the
recoil tracker provides 3-d tracking near the target for measurement of both direction and impact
parameter with good resolution, but emphasizes low mass density over the longest possible lever
arm further downstream to deliver the best possible momentum resolution. This design delivers
good momentum resolution for both multiple-scattering limited, low-momentum tracks and beam
energy electrons that travel along a nearly straight path in the fringe field.

The layout and resolution of the recoil tracker are summarized in Table II. It consists of four
stereo layers located immediately downstream of the target and two axial layers at larger intervals
in front of the ECal. The stereo layers are double-sided modules of silicon microstrips arranged
at 15 mm intervals downstream of the target, with the first module centered at z = +7.5 mm
relative to the target. These modules are laterally centered on the target and the center of the
magnet bore and are identical to the modules of the tagger tracker that are mounted upstream on
the same support plate.

Calorimetry

9

Calorimeters must fully contain all particle showers (EM + hadronic), 
including displaced decays (e.g. KL)

CMS HGCal technology
34 Si/W layers (40 X0)
432 pads/module
High radiation tolerance

p. 3

The HCal

Current HCal parameters

Main HCal:
• 2m x 2m (3.1m x 3.1m in v12 sim)
• 96 layers oa17O�(100 in v12 sim)
• 25 mm iron absorber
• 50mm x 20mm scintillator bar with 

fiber read out at both ends

Side HCal:
• 4 modules - pin wheel
• 26/28 layers per module oa3O
• 60 cm deep
• 20 mm iron absorber
• 50mm x 20mm scintillator bar with 

fiber read out at one end

Back HCal still larger in simulation (v12) – reduce dimensions at reconstruction level

Detector design - current guess

Mu2e cosmic veto technology
2m x 2m steel / scintillating bars (17λ)

Side HCal for wide-angle emissions

HCal
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FIG. 7: Fraction of events reconstructed with a certain total energy in the ECal. For each distribution,
a selection has been applied according to how much of the energy, EPN , is transferred to photo-nuclear
reactions (see legend). In all cases, 4 GeV incident electrons are used. The black points show the inclusive
sample with no EPN selection applied. The dashed lines are Gaussian fits to the distributions. The trigger
and offline ECal energy requirement select events to the left of the gray line, i.e. those with reconstructed
energy < 1.5 GeV.

by a Gaussian fit, as shown by the dashed curves in the figure. The maroon points correspond
to pure and almost-pure electromagnetic showers (those with less than 50 MeV, or 1.25% of the
beam electron’s energy, going into photo-nuclear interactions), which dominate the core of the
reconstructed energy distribution. The lower tail of reconstructed energy for such events is very
well modeled by a Gaussian fit (dashed maroon curve) over 9 orders of magnitude. In a 4 ⇥ 1014

EoT run, no such events are expected to survive the 1.5 GeV energy cut. The distribution of
events with 50 MeV to 1.2 GeV (i.e. 1.25% to 30% of the beam electron’s energy) going into
photo-nuclear reactions (blue error bars) have a discernibly longer tail, but none of these events
are expected to survive either, once a further cut on the electron track momentum is applied, as
described in the next subsection. Instead, the low-energy tail is entirely dominated by events with
a hard bremsstrahlung photon with E > 2.8 GeV (i.e. 70% of the incident electron’s energy,
purple error bars). These reactions can transfer an appreciable fraction of the shower’s energy into
MIPs and neutral hadrons, giving rise to low reconstructed energy in the ECal. Events with 1.2
GeV < EPN < 2.8 GeV (30%–70% of the beam electron’s energy transferred to hadrons, yellow
error bars) appear as a subleading component. The vetoes described in the following sections
take advantage of the other signatures that these particles produce, in the spatial distribution of
energy in the ECal, particle penetration into the HCal, and production of tracks in the ECal by
short-ranged MIPs.

B. Track Selection

In addition to the energy reconstruction above, we require exactly one track with a momentum
of less than 1.2 GeV. This selection ensures that the electron lost its energy in the target, rather than
in the thicker ECal. This requirement suppresses the purple background component in Fig. 7 by a
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FIG. 8: Distributions of quantities related to the energy deposited in the ECal for photo-nuclear and
signal processes in events passing the trigger. From top left to bottom right: total reconstructed energy,
total isolated energy, energy-weighted average layer number hLi, energy-weighted transverse RMS. The
distributions are shown for events in which the total energy reconstructed in the ECal is less than 1.5 GeV.
All distributions are normalized to unit area. For more detail about the definition of these variables, we refer
the reader to the corresponding text.

longitudinal energy distribution is the energy-weighted average layer number hLi computed from
the energy sums of all readout hits in all 34 layers of the ECal, with the first layer being layer 0.
The distribution of hLi is shown in the bottom left of Fig. 8. The tails in the signal hLi distribu-
tions come from events where the recoil electron misses or grazes the ECal, so that the average is
dominated by noise hits.

The transverse energy profiles also differ between signal and PN events. Two effects broaden
the transverse profiles of PN events. First, the energy depositions resulting from the PN reaction
have a broader transverse profile than the shower from the recoil electron. Second, the magnetic
field separates the recoil electron from the photon, which also enlarges the region over which
energy is deposited. The bottom right plot in Fig. 8 shows as an example the transverse RMS,
defined as the energy-weighted RMS of the transverse distance of all hits from the position of
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FIG. 8: Distributions of quantities related to the energy deposited in the ECal for photo-nuclear and
signal processes in events passing the trigger. From top left to bottom right: total reconstructed energy,
total isolated energy, energy-weighted average layer number hLi, energy-weighted transverse RMS. The
distributions are shown for events in which the total energy reconstructed in the ECal is less than 1.5 GeV.
All distributions are normalized to unit area. For more detail about the definition of these variables, we refer
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longitudinal energy distribution is the energy-weighted average layer number hLi computed from
the energy sums of all readout hits in all 34 layers of the ECal, with the first layer being layer 0.
The distribution of hLi is shown in the bottom left of Fig. 8. The tails in the signal hLi distribu-
tions come from events where the recoil electron misses or grazes the ECal, so that the average is
dominated by noise hits.

The transverse energy profiles also differ between signal and PN events. Two effects broaden
the transverse profiles of PN events. First, the energy depositions resulting from the PN reaction
have a broader transverse profile than the shower from the recoil electron. Second, the magnetic
field separates the recoil electron from the photon, which also enlarges the region over which
energy is deposited. The bottom right plot in Fig. 8 shows as an example the transverse RMS,
defined as the energy-weighted RMS of the transverse distance of all hits from the position of
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FIG. 7: Fraction of events reconstructed with a certain total energy in the ECal. For each distribution,
a selection has been applied according to how much of the energy, EPN , is transferred to photo-nuclear
reactions (see legend). In all cases, 4 GeV incident electrons are used. The black points show the inclusive
sample with no EPN selection applied. The dashed lines are Gaussian fits to the distributions. The trigger
and offline ECal energy requirement select events to the left of the gray line, i.e. those with reconstructed
energy < 1.5 GeV.

by a Gaussian fit, as shown by the dashed curves in the figure. The maroon points correspond
to pure and almost-pure electromagnetic showers (those with less than 50 MeV, or 1.25% of the
beam electron’s energy, going into photo-nuclear interactions), which dominate the core of the
reconstructed energy distribution. The lower tail of reconstructed energy for such events is very
well modeled by a Gaussian fit (dashed maroon curve) over 9 orders of magnitude. In a 4 ⇥ 1014

EoT run, no such events are expected to survive the 1.5 GeV energy cut. The distribution of
events with 50 MeV to 1.2 GeV (i.e. 1.25% to 30% of the beam electron’s energy) going into
photo-nuclear reactions (blue error bars) have a discernibly longer tail, but none of these events
are expected to survive either, once a further cut on the electron track momentum is applied, as
described in the next subsection. Instead, the low-energy tail is entirely dominated by events with
a hard bremsstrahlung photon with E > 2.8 GeV (i.e. 70% of the incident electron’s energy,
purple error bars). These reactions can transfer an appreciable fraction of the shower’s energy into
MIPs and neutral hadrons, giving rise to low reconstructed energy in the ECal. Events with 1.2
GeV < EPN < 2.8 GeV (30%–70% of the beam electron’s energy transferred to hadrons, yellow
error bars) appear as a subleading component. The vetoes described in the following sections
take advantage of the other signatures that these particles produce, in the spatial distribution of
energy in the ECal, particle penetration into the HCal, and production of tracks in the ECal by
short-ranged MIPs.

B. Track Selection

In addition to the energy reconstruction above, we require exactly one track with a momentum
of less than 1.2 GeV. This selection ensures that the electron lost its energy in the target, rather than
in the thicker ECal. This requirement suppresses the purple background component in Fig. 7 by a
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FIG. 11: Distribution of the ECal BDT discriminator value (y axis) and maximum number of photoelec-
trons (PEs) in any HCal module (x axis) for an ECal photo-nuclear background sample (black) equivalent to
2.1⇥1014 electrons on target. A representative 100 MeV, A0 signal sample is also shown as a heatmap. The
signal band at large max PE is populated by events where the recoil electron is produced softly, misses the
ECal and showers in the side HCal. The signal band at low max PE is composed of events where the recoil
electron shower is fully contained in the ECal. In the analysis, the signal region (yellow box) is defined by
events with a BDT score < 0.99 and an a maximum number of PEs in an HCal module of < 5. As is evident
from the figure, a majority of the signal lies within the defined signal region. The background events within
the signal region are rejected by additional requirements on the tracks in the Recoil tracker and the ECal.

In a first stage, tracks normal to the back of the ECal are formed from combinations of hits in
cells directly in front of each other and not more than two layers apart. The second stage uses a
linear regression among certain three-hit combinations of the remaining hits. At both stages, tracks
are discarded if they are too far from the projected photon trajectory or too close to the projected
electron trajectory.

Figure 12 (left) shows a visualisation of one of the background events surviving the previous
selections to which the track finding has been applied, resulting in the track shown in black, close
to the projected photon trajectory in cyan. The right plot in Fig. 12 shows the distribution of the
number of tracks found by the methods described above in signal and PN background events. Any
event with one or more tracks is rejected.

A final criterion is useful for identifying background events in which no track is produced, but
in which potentially isolated hits are present in the vicinity of the photon trajectory in the early
ECal layers. If any hits that are outside the electron radius of containment are found to be within

1. Missing energy trigger
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FIG. 8: Distributions of quantities related to the energy deposited in the ECal for photo-nuclear and
signal processes in events passing the trigger. From top left to bottom right: total reconstructed energy,
total isolated energy, energy-weighted average layer number hLi, energy-weighted transverse RMS. The
distributions are shown for events in which the total energy reconstructed in the ECal is less than 1.5 GeV.
All distributions are normalized to unit area. For more detail about the definition of these variables, we refer
the reader to the corresponding text.

longitudinal energy distribution is the energy-weighted average layer number hLi computed from
the energy sums of all readout hits in all 34 layers of the ECal, with the first layer being layer 0.
The distribution of hLi is shown in the bottom left of Fig. 8. The tails in the signal hLi distribu-
tions come from events where the recoil electron misses or grazes the ECal, so that the average is
dominated by noise hits.

The transverse energy profiles also differ between signal and PN events. Two effects broaden
the transverse profiles of PN events. First, the energy depositions resulting from the PN reaction
have a broader transverse profile than the shower from the recoil electron. Second, the magnetic
field separates the recoil electron from the photon, which also enlarges the region over which
energy is deposited. The bottom right plot in Fig. 8 shows as an example the transverse RMS,
defined as the energy-weighted RMS of the transverse distance of all hits from the position of
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total isolated energy, energy-weighted average layer number hLi, energy-weighted transverse RMS. The
distributions are shown for events in which the total energy reconstructed in the ECal is less than 1.5 GeV.
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longitudinal energy distribution is the energy-weighted average layer number hLi computed from
the energy sums of all readout hits in all 34 layers of the ECal, with the first layer being layer 0.
The distribution of hLi is shown in the bottom left of Fig. 8. The tails in the signal hLi distribu-
tions come from events where the recoil electron misses or grazes the ECal, so that the average is
dominated by noise hits.

The transverse energy profiles also differ between signal and PN events. Two effects broaden
the transverse profiles of PN events. First, the energy depositions resulting from the PN reaction
have a broader transverse profile than the shower from the recoil electron. Second, the magnetic
field separates the recoil electron from the photon, which also enlarges the region over which
energy is deposited. The bottom right plot in Fig. 8 shows as an example the transverse RMS,
defined as the energy-weighted RMS of the transverse distance of all hits from the position of
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FIG. 7: Fraction of events reconstructed with a certain total energy in the ECal. For each distribution,
a selection has been applied according to how much of the energy, EPN , is transferred to photo-nuclear
reactions (see legend). In all cases, 4 GeV incident electrons are used. The black points show the inclusive
sample with no EPN selection applied. The dashed lines are Gaussian fits to the distributions. The trigger
and offline ECal energy requirement select events to the left of the gray line, i.e. those with reconstructed
energy < 1.5 GeV.

by a Gaussian fit, as shown by the dashed curves in the figure. The maroon points correspond
to pure and almost-pure electromagnetic showers (those with less than 50 MeV, or 1.25% of the
beam electron’s energy, going into photo-nuclear interactions), which dominate the core of the
reconstructed energy distribution. The lower tail of reconstructed energy for such events is very
well modeled by a Gaussian fit (dashed maroon curve) over 9 orders of magnitude. In a 4 ⇥ 1014

EoT run, no such events are expected to survive the 1.5 GeV energy cut. The distribution of
events with 50 MeV to 1.2 GeV (i.e. 1.25% to 30% of the beam electron’s energy) going into
photo-nuclear reactions (blue error bars) have a discernibly longer tail, but none of these events
are expected to survive either, once a further cut on the electron track momentum is applied, as
described in the next subsection. Instead, the low-energy tail is entirely dominated by events with
a hard bremsstrahlung photon with E > 2.8 GeV (i.e. 70% of the incident electron’s energy,
purple error bars). These reactions can transfer an appreciable fraction of the shower’s energy into
MIPs and neutral hadrons, giving rise to low reconstructed energy in the ECal. Events with 1.2
GeV < EPN < 2.8 GeV (30%–70% of the beam electron’s energy transferred to hadrons, yellow
error bars) appear as a subleading component. The vetoes described in the following sections
take advantage of the other signatures that these particles produce, in the spatial distribution of
energy in the ECal, particle penetration into the HCal, and production of tracks in the ECal by
short-ranged MIPs.

B. Track Selection

In addition to the energy reconstruction above, we require exactly one track with a momentum
of less than 1.2 GeV. This selection ensures that the electron lost its energy in the target, rather than
in the thicker ECal. This requirement suppresses the purple background component in Fig. 7 by a
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FIG. 3: Recoil electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation via on-shell A0 production
(see Fig. 2b) for various dark matter masses. The pT spectrum is shown after a cut on the electron energy
of 50 MeV < Ee < 1.2 GeV. The curves are shown for 4 GeVincident electrons. The numbers next to each
curve indicate the A0 mass, and each curve is re-scaled to unit area for comparison. Also included in each
plot is the inclusive single electron distribution dominated by bremsstrahlung, again normalized to unit area
(before selections) for comparison.

rest of this paper, on signal reactions where DM is produced through the decay of a kinetically
mixed dark photon A

0 (see Fig. 2b), following the conventions of [6]. The distributions for DM
produced through a lighter off-shell mediator or directly through a contact interaction (Fig. 2a)
are qualitatively similar. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows that, for A

0s or ��̄ pairs heavier than the
electron, the differential cross-section for DM production is peaked in the phase space in which
the DM carries away the majority of the beam energy and the recoil electron carries relatively
little [1]. This behavior, which is most dramatic for higher A

0 or ��̄ pair masses, contrasts with
the kinematics of SM backgrounds (shown as a gray unfilled histogram), which are dominated by
photon bremsstrahlung and peak at large electron recoil energies.

A low-energy recoil electron is the primary kinematic property for a missing energy search.
For our initial study, using a 4 GeV beam energy, we will focus on events with a recoil electron
energy < 1.2GeV (dashed vertical line in the left plot of Fig. 3). In addition to providing some
kinematic background rejection, this selection guarantees that the additional particles produced in
background reactions carry significant energy, allowing for an efficient calorimetric veto.

The right panel of Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the electron transverse momentum (pT) for
events that pass this Ee < 1.2GeV cut for a range of DM and A

0 masses. These are to be contrasted
with the sharply falling pT distribution from bremsstrahlung, which (even after accounting for
multiple scattering in a 10%X0 target) falls off as 1/p3T for pT & 4 MeV. The difference in pT
distributions between signal and background thus offers a powerful tool, complementary to the
predominantly calorimetric vetoes discussed in this paper, for mitigating background. In the event
of an excess of signal-like events, these kinematic distributions (and their correlations) would be
used to assess the likelihood of various signal origins and to estimate the dark matter or dark
photon mass scale.
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FIG. 76: The blue line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX discussed throughout this whitepaper,
conservatively assuming 0.5 background events. A scaling estimate of the sensitivity of the scenario de-
noted by the “*” line in Table XIV is illustrated by the red line. We have again assumed low background,
which is consistent with the expected reductions (relative to our 4 GeV study) in both the yield of potential
background, and improved rejection power at higher energies.
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FIG. 76: The blue line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX discussed throughout this whitepaper,
conservatively assuming 0.5 background events. A scaling estimate of the sensitivity of the scenario de-
noted by the “*” line in Table XIV is illustrated by the red line. We have again assumed low background,
which is consistent with the expected reductions (relative to our 4 GeV study) in both the yield of potential
background, and improved rejection power at higher energies.
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Constrain neutrino-nucleon interaction 
via electron-nucleon measurements.

Probe DUNE phase space with 
precisely-known beam energy.

SLAC-PUB-17494, FERMILAB-PUB-19-619-SCD

Lepton-Nucleus Cross Section Measurements for DUNE with the LDMX Detector

Artur M. Ankowski,1 Alexander Friedland,1 Shirley Weishi Li,1

Omar Moreno,1 Philip Schuster,1 Natalia Toro,1 and Nhan Tran2

1SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA
2Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
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We point out that the LDMX (Light Dark Matter eXperiment) detector design, conceived to search
for sub-GeV dark matter, will also have very advantageous characteristics to pursue electron-nucleus
scattering measurements of direct relevance to the neutrino program at DUNE and elsewhere. These
characteristics include a 4-GeV electron beam, a precision tracker, electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters with near 2⇡ azimuthal acceptance from the forward beam axis out to ⇠40� angle,
and low reconstruction energy threshold. LDMX thus could provide (semi)exclusive cross-section
measurements, with detailed information about final-state electrons, pions, protons, and neutrons.
We compare the predictions of two widely-used neutrino generators (genie, gibuu) in the LDMX
region of acceptance to illustrate the large modeling discrepancies in electron-nucleus interactions
at DUNE-like kinematics. We argue that discriminating between these predictions is well within
the capabilities of the LDMX detector.

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of neutrino masses and flavor mixing
represents a breakthrough in the search for physics be-
yond the Standard Model. As the field of neutrino
physics enters the precision era, accelerator-based neu-
trino oscillation experiments are taking center stage.
This includes NOvA, T2K, and MicroBooNE, which are
currently taking data, SBND and ICARUS detectors,
which will soon be deployed at Fermilab, and the Deep
Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), for which
the technical design is being finalized.

The primary goal of the accelerator-based neutrino
program is the measurement of oscillation features in
a reconstructed neutrino-energy spectrum. Performing
this reconstruction accurately and consistently for both
neutrinos and antineutrinos requires a detailed under-
standing of how (anti)neutrinos interact with nuclei—
a subtlety that has already impacted past oscillation
fits [1–3], despite the availability of near detectors, which
can help tune cross-section models and constrain other
systematic e↵ects. The situation will be even more chal-
lenging at DUNE [4], where the science goal is to measure
the subtle e↵ects of �CP and mass hierarchy, requiring a
much higher level of precision.

The origin of these di�culties stems from the com-
plexity of neutrino-nucleus interactions in the relevant
energy range, which for DUNE is approximately between
500 MeV and 4 GeV. At these energies, di↵erent mech-
anisms of interaction yield comparable contributions to
the cross section (see Appendix C for details). One has
to model both quasielastic (QE) scattering, in which a
struck nucleon remains unbroken, ⌫µ + n ! µ� + p,
and various processes in which one or more pions are
produced. The latter can occur through the excitation
of baryonic resonances, as well as through nonresonant
channels. At su�ciently high values of 4-momentum
transfer, Q2 = �(p⌫ � pµ)2, and energy transfer, ! =
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FIG. 1. Simulated event distribution for charged-current
muon neutrino scattering on argon in the DUNE near de-
tector, shown as a heat map, compared with the kinematics
accessible in inclusive and (semi)exclusive electron scattering
measurements at LDMX. Blue lines correspond to constant
electron-scattering angles of 40�, 30�, and 20�. Green lines
represent contours of constant transverse electron momenta
pT of 800, 400, and 200 MeV. As currently envisioned, LDMX
can probe the region with ✓e < 40� and pT > 10 MeV (below
the scale of the plot).

E⌫�Eµ, the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) description of
the interaction becomes appropriate, in which the lepton
scatters on individual quarks inside the nucleon, followed
by a process of “hadronization”.

As DUNE uses argon as a target, all this happens
inside a large nucleus, adding further complexity. The
presence of the surrounding nucleons means hadrons cre-
ated at the primary interaction vertex may undergo large
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FIG. 6. Charged pion kinetic energy distribution after energy/angular resolution smearing with a scattering angle of 0�  ✓⇡ 
20� (left panel) and 20�  ✓⇡  40� (right panel). There is an additional selection on the recoiling electron of ! > 1 GeV,
pT > 200 MeV, and 20�  ✓e  22.5�. The pion distributions are presented per electron within the above electron kinematic
selection. There are approximately 1⇥ 108 electrons passing the !, pT , and ✓e selections for 1⇥ 1014 electrons on target.
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FIG. 7. Neutron polar angle distribution after energy/angular
resolution smearing. There is an additional selection on
the recoiling electron of ! > 1 GeV, pT > 200 MeV, and
20�  ✓e  22.5�. The neutron distributions are presented per
electron within the above electron kinematic selection. There
are approximately 1⇥ 108 electrons passing the !, pT , and ✓e
selections for 1⇥ 1014 electrons on target.

uncertainties on the inferred neutrino energy [38]. By
measuring these hadronic energy fractions within its ge-
ometric acceptance, LDMX will provide a good handle
on the relative rate of neutron emission.

More specifically, the capability of LDMX to measure
in coincidence the kinematics of the scattered electron
and of the hadronic interaction products is illustrated by
the distributions shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure 6 presents the pion kinetic energy distribu-
tions expected in LDMX when the corresponding elec-
tron kinematics is selected in a similar manner as in
the previous section: ! > 1 GeV, pT > 200 MeV, and
20�  ✓e  22.5�. We expect approximately 1⇥108 elec-
trons with that particular kinematic selection for 1⇥1014

electrons incident on the target. After accounting for the
acceptance and energy resolution of the tracker, LDMX
can measure the charged-pion kinetic energy down to
⇠60 MeV. We present the distribution up to 1 GeV,
where LDMX is expected to have good pion/proton dis-
crimination.

The distributions in Fig. 6 are normalized per elec-
tron meeting the selection criteria, in order to remove
the generator di↵erences for inclusive electron scattering
discussed in Sec. V. We see that genie predicts more pi-
ons, about a factor of 2 more in the forward region, while
gibuu yields a slightly harder pion spectrum.

Similarly to the electron case, the pion energy resolu-
tion is su�ciently small that its e↵ect is invisible in the
figure, and features in pion spectra predicted by gener-
ators, e.g., the peak toward lowest pion energies due to
final-state interactions, are preserved. We also observe a
sensitivity to the di↵erence between the pion spectra for
0�  ✓⇡  20� and for 20�  ✓⇡  40�, illustrating the
advantage of having fine-grained tracking detector for all
charged particles.

In Fig. 7, the angular distributions of all neutrons
in an event within the acceptance of the tracker and
calorimeter and with (smeared) kinetic energies greater
than 500 MeV are shown. Again, this is with the same
selection on the electron as in the pion result. The dis-
tributions show large overall rate di↵erences between the
generators, but even within the shape of the distribu-
tions, there are di↵erences at the 30%–40% level.
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Thermal dark matter motivates a broad search program for me < mDM < mp.
The missing momentum technique is a powerful accelerator probe.

LDMX will explore vast new territory, robustly reaching thermal relic targets 
across most of the MeV-GeV mass range.

However, sensitivity to Dark Matter models extends far beyond this, 
including visible signatures as well (LDMX as a beam-dump).  

Interesting models include: strongly interacting massive particles 
(SIMPs), milli-charged particles (MCPs), inelastic dark matter (iDM), 
axion-like particles (ALPs) … and more!

Will also provide powerful new constraints on lepton-nucleon interaction 
models critical to the neutrino program.

LDMX offers a broad physics program, in light dark matter and beyond.
We look forward to realizing this potential on a short timescale!
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